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Elevate textiles annual report

CHARLOTTE, N.C – October 27, 2020 - Elevate Textiles, a global provider of advanced, high-quality products and critical textile solutions to the mission, is excited about the publication of the 2020 Sustainability Report. Elevate Textiles offers luxurious global textile brands including American &amp; Efird (A&E), Burlington, Cone Denim, Gütermann and
Safety Components. The report serves as the company's first report for Elevate and the 10th Annual Report, which includes the A&E brand. As Elevate's first annual progress communication on the UN's 2020 global compact and water legislation mandate, the company's report is part of the company's performance against the goals set in its environmental
programme, ten threads of sustainability. Our brands share a long-standing commitment to sustainability and an effort to accelerate our efforts to new heights, said Sim Skinner, President and CEO of Elevate Textiles. They elevate teams around the world every day to create and distribute premium, ethically and sustainably sourced products with excellence
in innovation and responsible manufacturing practices. Looking forward to presenting the first Elevate Sustainability Report and looking forward to sharing our continued progress on our path to lead to bisheal change. This report narrows progress and achievements, including: a 7.7 per cent reduction in absolute greenhouse gas from 2016 to 2019, meeting
the enterprise target of a 2.5 per cent year-on-year reduction; a 7.5% reduction in absolute global water consumption from 2016; increased water recycling by 65% since 2016 through the implementation of new wastewater technologies; and achieved 52 per cent sustainable cotton production in relation to its target of 80 per cent sustainable resource by
2025. As part of Elevate's dedication, we are actively working with our customers and suppliers to positively influence the people and natural environments associated with our operations and supply chain, said Chief Sustainability Officer Jimmy Summers. With the efforts of our 15,000 employees around the world, we are able to continue our progress and
proudly highlight the work they do on the front lines of sustainability every day. Summers added: We are continuing to be good corporate citizens and those in which our customers and employees can be proud. We are committed to the principles of the UN Global Compact and the Sustainable Development Goals and contribute to a number of other efforts,
including the ZDHC programme. We look forward to building on our current progress as we strive to achieve our sustainability goals by 2025. Posted October 27, 2020 Source: Pick Up Textiles Page 2 Textile World is FREE for textile professionals resident in the U.S., Mexico or Canada. To be eligible for a FREE SUBSCRIPTION, Here. If you are not a
resident resident U.S., Mexico or Canada and would like to receive the Textile Council, click here to subscribe. Our customer service department is available from 09:00 .m. By 5 p.m.6pm EST at 678-483-6102, or email jdavis@textileworld.com October 27, 2020, Charlotte, N.C. – Elevate Textiles, a global provider of advanced, high-quality products and
mission critical textile solutions, is excited to publish its Sustainability Report for 2020. Elevate Textiles offers luxurious global textile brands including American &amp; Efird (A&E), Burlington, Cone Denim, Gütermann and Safety Components. The report serves as the company's first report for Elevate and the 10th Annual Report, which includes the A&E
brand. As Elevate's first annual progress communication on the UN's 2020 global compact and water legislation mandate, the company's report is part of the company's performance against the goals set in its environmental programme, ten threads of sustainability. Our brands share a long-standing commitment to sustainability and an effort to accelerate our
efforts to new heights, said Sim Skinner, President and Chief Executive Officer of Elevate Textiles. They elevate teams around the world every day to create and distribute premium, ethically and sustainably sourced products with excellence in innovation and responsible manufacturing practices. Looking forward to presenting the first Elevate Sustainability
Report and looking forward to sharing our continued progress on our path to lead to bisheal change. This report narrows down on progress and achievements, including: a 7.7% reduction in absolute greenhouse gas from 2016 to 2019, The Achievement of corporate targets from 2.5% per year reduction7.5% reduction in absolute global water consumption
from 2016It is 65% from 2016. We are actively engaged with our customers and delivering to positively address the nation and the natural surroundings associated with our business and supply chain, said chief sustainability officer Jimmy Summers. With the efforts of our 15,000 employees around the world, we are able to continue our progress and proudly
highlight the work they do on the front lines of sustainability every day. Summers added: We are continuing to be good corporate citizens and those in which our customers and employees can be proud. We are committed to the principles of the UN Global Compact and the Sustainable Development Goals and contribute to a number of other efforts, including
the ZDHC programme. We look forward to upgrading our current progress as we strive to achieve our sustainability goals by 2025. Report and updates on other sustainable innovations, visit our website at [www.elevatetextiles.com/home/sustainability/] About Elevate Textiles Elevate Textiles, a portfolio company of Platinum Equity, offering important global
textile brands including American &amp; Efird, Burlington, Cone Denim, Gütermann and Safety Components. With a global network of premium fabrics and thread solutions focused on innovation, sustainability and quality craftsmanship, Elevate and his portfolio brands provide the products that surround us every day and in all life aspects. We offer advanced,
high-quality products and mission critical textile solutions in large industries, including fashion and functional clothing, footwear, military, fire, medical, athletic, automotive, aeronautical, outdoor and other specialty sectors. Elevte is committed to providing solutions that protect and strengthen our lives through its global production platform. ### BedTimes has
posted this company news release unsettled and is not responsible for its content. pariatur. Except sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit 00000000 00000000 Greensboro, NC 0000 From 0000 eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia 00000000 000000 Rochester,
NH 0000 From 0000 PitchBook comparison feature gives you a sideways look at key metrics for similar companies. Customize which data points you want to see and create visualizations immediately. Request a free trial to continue, click the box below to tell us you're not a robot. Private &amp; Public CompaniesSearch by IndustryAdvanced SearchMy
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